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RYS* Classes
& Workshops

(*Redfern Yoga Space)

Workshops at
various venues
Online classes

Private Classes
online or home

* Bookings and Payments need to be made prior to attending classes or workshops at RYS.
* Studio spaces is 120 sqm and is currently limited to 18 mats.
* Space is only guaranteed in this setting when pre-booked and prepaid.
* All studio classes attended at RYS are subject to their enrolment and policy conditions.

* Bookings and Payments need to be made prior to attending.
* A full refund is applicable if the workshop is cancelled if under-subscribed or cancelled.
* Online classes need to be booked up to 1/2 hr before the start time, otherwise the class may be
cancelled.
* Online classes are to be pre-booked and paid for before attending.
* Online classes are taught on the provisor that participants have adequate equipment at home
and some prior experience in yoga.

* Payment for class(es) are to be made prior to appointment(s)
* Bookings cancelled 24 hours before can be rescheduled at no cost.
* Bookings cancelled within 24 hours incurs 50% of the session fee.

NSW Retreat
Kangaroo Valley
* A registration deposit of $250 per person is required to hold a place & block accommodation at
March 31 - April 2 the retreat venue. Deposits are non refundable, but are transferable if you can find a someone to
2023
take your place.
* Full retreat and accommodation fees are due by March 3, 2023.
* A 50% refund may apply if a participant has to cancel after March 3, 2023 due to
extraneous circumstances. A full refund will apply if your spot can be filled.
* If the Retreat is not adequately subscribed the retreat may be cancelled. In this event, the
participants will be notified and a full refund will be arranged.
* In the event of extraordinary circumastances ie: natural disaster or government directed lock
downs or restrictions that prevent the retreat from going ahead, a full refund will apply.
* Disclaimer: A safe and caring environment is provided for all participants and the yoga retreat
program is carefully planned, however no responsibility will be taken for any injuries incurred
during the retreat. Notification of any medical history is requested via email before the start of the
retreat (via the contact form provided). It is also advisable to consult your doctor if you have any
pre-existing medical conditions. Modifications are given to participants with special needs.
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BALI Retreat 2023
Ubud
* A deposit of $450 per person upon registration is required to hold a place & block requested
October 21-29
room accommodation at the Bali retreat venue.
* Earlybird rates apply only if payment for the Bali retreat is paid in full by July 21, 2023
* Full fees are due by September 22, 2023.
* Fees quoted DO NOT include airfares.
* Deposits are only 50% refundable before September 22, 2023. Deposits are non-refundable after
September 22, 2023.
* Participants must follow the official entry and exit conditions for travel from your Australian
State or any other country to Bali if applicable. No refund for the Bali retreat will apply if entry is
denied upon arrival or en-route travel is restricted by airlines, Australian, Overseas or Indonesian
government entry requirements or any remisses in exit or entry requirements that occur with the
participant’s travel arrangements that prevent the participant attending the retreat in part or full.
* Insurance: All participants should seriously consider getting travel insurance, however it is no
longer a requirement to enter Bali. It is up to the Bali retreat participants to check insurance
requirements and the conditions of entry into Bali when planning their trip.
* A refund of 50% of any full fees paid may apply if a participant has to cancel after August 18 and
before October 21 due to extraneous circumstances.
* If the Bali Retreat is not adequately subscribed the retreat may be cancelled. In this event, the
participants will be notified and a full refund will be arranged.
* In the event of extraordinary circumastances ie: natural disaster or government directed
lockdowns or any other government restriction that prevents the Bali retreat from going ahead, a
full refund will apply.
* Bali Retreat 2023 Disclaimer: A safe and caring environment is provided for all participants
and the Bali retreat program is carefully planned, however no responsibility will be taken for any
injuries incurred during the retreat. Notification of any medical history is requested via email
before the start of the retreat (via the contact form provided). It is also advisable to consult your
doctor if you have any pre-existing medical conditions. Modifications are given to participants
with special needs.

* Please note: Changes to T&C’s may occur with notice. T&C published as of 18/11/2022

